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Abstract: - With the increasing number of users and systems connected to networks, both Internet and
individual systems are in danger of intrusion. Various intrusion preventions techniques have been implemented
to protect computer systems in the form of authentication and firewalls. However, only the intrusion prevention
is not sufficient, as those systems become more complex with the rapid growth and expansion of Internet
technology and local network systems. Therefore, Intrusion Detection Systems are designed to keep computer
systems security by monitoring Internet and individual systems for suspicious activities. The main intrusion
detection techniques have misuse detection and anomaly detection. In recent year use data mining and Machine
learning method to design intrusion detection system. In this paper, a survey on intelligent techniques for
intrusion detection in networks based on neural networks, genetic algorithms, genetic network programming,
fuzzy techniques, and class assassination rule mining has been described. These techniques have been useful for
effectively identifying and detecting network intrusions in order to provide security to the networks and to
enhance the detection rate.
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1. Introduction
Since computer virus was first described by Fred Cohen (F.Cohen), various types of attacks proliferated on
computers and Internet. Some of them are produced manually by attackers, which aims at stealing the personal
information. Some of them are programmed by hackers, which aim at disrupting the Internet and infecting
other systems automatically. On the other hand, the number of users and systems connected to the networks
grew dramatically as connecting to networks became more much easier, and the development of e-commerce
and e-government dramatically accelerated this process. Many individual persons and organizations prefer
using Internet for routine works and business affairs (M.Bishop). Thus, security problems become serious in
recent years. Firewalls as a passive defence device is not enough to keep networks secure. Therefore, Different
kinds of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are designed to protect computer networks against various attacks.
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are software and/or hardware structures that detect malicious behaviours in
the systems they protect and produce relevant alerts.
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Intrusions can be generally distinguished into known intrusions and unknown intrusions. Both two kinds of
intrusions may compromise confidentiality, integrity or availability of the systems or computers (SANS) (Y. a.
K.Hwang) (Y. S. K.Hwang) (Z.Yu). Therefore, broadly speaking, there are two kinds of intrusion detection
techniques corresponding to known intrusions and unknown intrusions: misuse detection and anomaly
detection (B.Mukherjee) (Sundaram.) (R.A.Kemmerer). Misuse detection (B.Mukherjee) (O.Depren)
essentially identifies the previously known attacks from normal network connection data. It utilizes the
signatures of the known attacks and matches them against the observed activity. If it matches a previously
known attack signature, the activity will be detected as an attack. However, if a new attack is produced, the
system fails to recognize it. In conclusion, the main advantage of misuse detection is that it focuses on
analysing the known attacks and produces few false alarms. The main disadvantage of misuse detection is that
it can detect only known attacks which have defined signatures.
Anomaly detection technique (B.Mukherjee) (V. Chandola) (M.Park) establishes the profile of the normal
activities of the computer or Internet. It looks for the deviation between the observed activity and normal
patterns. Once it does, the observed activity is identified as anomaly intrusion. The main advantage of anomaly
detection systems is that they can detect previously unknown attacks. By defining what's normal, they can
identify the abnormal whether it is an attack or not. In actual systems, however, it results in a large number of
false alarms. Anomaly detection systems are also difficult to be realized in highly dynamic environments.
There are two types of intrusion detection systems that employ one or both of the Intrusion detection
techniques introduced above (B.Mukherjee). The principles of the Host-based IDS and Network-based IDS are
very similar in that intrusion detection is based on analysing the observed events for patterns, but their
operations are quite different (J.Hu).
Host-based systems (Ding) (A.Balaz) (D. Mutz) focus their analysis on user activity or program behaviour at
the operating system or application level, while network-based intrusion detection systems obtain data by
monitoring the traffic and examining network packets in the network to which the hosts are connected (W. Hu)
(S. Chebrolu).
Host-based intrusion detection systems (P.Soto) detect intrusions using audit data which are collected from the
target host machine. As the information provided by the audit data can be extremely comprehensive and
elaborate, host-based systems can obtain high detection rates and few false alarms. However, there are
disadvantages for host based approaches. Firstly, host-based systems cannot easily prevent attacks: when an
intrusion is detected, the attack has partially occurred. Secondly, audit data may be altered by attackers, which
influence the reliability of audit data.
IDSs can be used to protect a single host or a huge computer network. IDS research has been continuously
evolving in order to create robust and effective technologies that will be able to classify activity in a system at
an acceptable success rate (G.P. Spathoulas).
Intrusion detection techniques using data mining have attracted more and more interests in recent years. As an
important application area of data mining, they aim to meliorate the great burden of analysing huge volumes of
data and realizing performance optimization of detection rules. Intelligent IDSs are the ones considered to be
intelligent computer programs situated in either a host or a network which analyses the environment and acts
flexibly to achieve higher detection accuracy (S.Franklin) (N.Jaisankar).

2. Intelligent intrusion detection system
In recent year many approach to design IDS is described, such as Pattern Matching (E.H.Spafford) (C. Zhou),
Statistical Models (C.Manikopoulos) (W. Teng), Information Theoretic measures (Xiang), Data Mining (S. S.
W. Lee) (Brugger), Immune System (P. D. Williams) and Machine Learning (P. Laskov) (Paxson). Etc... The
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intent of the followings is to give a brief overview of recent intrusion detection approaches on some of these
fields.

2.1 Statistical Modelling
Statistical Modelling (C.Manikopoulos) (W. Teng) (N. Ye) (A. Qayyum) is one of the earliest methods used
for anomaly detection. It measures the user and system behaviour by a number of variables sampled over time,
and builds profiles based on the variables of normal behaviours. The actual variables are then compared against
the profiles, and deviations are considered abnormal.
There are many statistical techniques (Hunt). Denning (Denning) proposed a statistics models for intrusion
detection. According to audit data, the variables were represented as different metrics. Then, to describe the
profiles of variables, a serious of statistical models were built, including mean and standard deviation,
multivariate model, Markov process model and time series model. But, these methods construct too simple
models leading to worse discrimination. The next generation intrusion detection expert system is the
representative IDS based on statistics, which measures the similarity between long term behaviours and shortterm behaviours of the systems for intrusion detection (D. Anderson). (J. B. D. Caberera) examined the
application of Statistical Traffic Modelling for detecting novel attacks against computer networks. In this
method, Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics was used to model and detect DoS as well as probing attacks. Ye et.al.
(Ye) Developed an anomaly detection technique, where the norm profile of temporal behaviours learns the
Markov chain model from computer connection data, and detects anomalies based on The Markov chain model
of temporal behaviours. However, this method could not provide accurate classification since various features
of the connection level are ignored. The multiple linear regression analysis which is one of multivariate
statistical analysis methods was used in (Okamoto) to analyze network traffic. But, it is not suitable to express
an attack using the linear model since it may be nonlinear.
In short, these approaches in anomaly detection require the construction of a model for normal user behaviour,
and any user behaviour that deviates significantly from this normal behaviour is flagged as an intrusion. It can
also be difficult to determine the correct anomaly threshold at which behaviour is to be considered an intrusion.
Also, to apply statistical techniques, too many assumption conditions are needed, which may contradict the
facts.

2.2 Supervised Learning Approaches
Supervised learning is the machine learning task of building a model using labelled Training data.
Naive Bayes classifier (N. B. Amor) is composed of Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) which is trained as well as
Conditional Probability Table (CPT) by the training connection data. Then, it is possible to classify any new
data with its attributes values using the Bayes rules based on the quantified network structure. However, Naive
Bayes classifier makes a strong independence relation assumption between features when the features are
correlated.
S. Mukkamal et.al (S. Mukkamala) implemented Support Vector Machine(SVM) to classify new connection
data into normal and intrusion by mapping real valued input feature vectors to a higher dimensional feature
space. It has the advantage of dealing with high dimensionality of data. But, the performance of SVM approach
lies in the choice of the kernel, which makes it difficult to deal with large scale database.
Neural networks are also used to realize IDS in many researches (A. Rapaka). They are algorithmic techniques
(Silva) which are used to first learn the relationship among information and then generalize to obtain new
input-output pairs in a reasonable way. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward artificial neural
network model that maps the set of input data into the set of appropriate outputs (Cannady). A MLP consists of
multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer being connected fully to the next layer. In (Chen.),
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MLP is the basic unite of the ensemble classifiers. In this way, the different sources of information are
integrated with each other, which are called data fusion. Although the neural networks can work effectively
with noisy data, they require a large amount of data for the training and it is often hard to select the best
architecture for the neural networks. Adaboost is an important method of ensemble learning. It is a stereotype
algorithm of boosting, whose basic idea is to select and combine a group of weak classifiers to form a strong
classifier (Schapire). But, a group of weak classifiers is required to be designed beforehand. In (W. Hu), weak
classifier is constructed by the decision stump which is a decision tree with a root node and two leaf nodes.
However, the performance of Adaboost algorithm always relies on the weak classifiers. In addition, it is easily
influenced by noises.

2.3 Unsupervised learning Approaches
In machine learning, unsupervised learning refers to the problem of trying to find hidden structure in
unlabelled data. Data clustering is a main type of unsupervised methods, such as K-means and fuzzy c-means
(L. Portnoy). One of the main drawbacks of the clustering technique is that it is based on calculating the
numeric distance between the observations, hence the observations must be numeric. Observations with
symbolic features cannot be easily used for clustering, which result in inaccuracy. In addition, the clustering
methods consider the features independent and are unable to capture the relationship among different features
of a single record, which further degrades the detection accuracy of the attacks.
A self-organizing map (SOM), also known as Kohonen map, is a typical unsupervised neural network based on
competitive learning. It can organize and train the structure of neural networks by itself. Except input layer and
output layer, it has a competitive layer. Hoglund et al. (A. J. Hoglund) extract features that describe network
behaviours from audit data, and they use the SOM to detect intrusions. Kayacik et al. (H. G. Kayacik) propose
a hierarchical SOM approach for intrusion detection. Specific attention is given to the hierarchical
development of abstractions, which is sufficient to permit direct labeling of SOM nodes with connection type .

2.4 Data Mining Approaches
Data mining approaches generally discover relevant patterns of programs and user behaviours, which are
mainly in the form of rules or frequent episodes. Lee et al. (Stolfo) develop a data mining framework MADAM
ID (Mining Audit Data for Automated Models for Intrusion Detection) for mining audit data to discover useful
frequent patterns and association rules. In this approach, the learned rules replace the manually encoded
intrusion patterns and profiles. PIPPER, a rule learning tool, has been used for automatic construction of the
detection models in MADAM ID. ADAM (Audit Data Analysis and Mining) (S. J. W. Lee) uses a frequent
itemset-based association rule mining algorithm in detection as an online network-based IDS. The framework
of ADAM has two phases: training phase and on-line phase. In the training phase, the attack-free training data
is fed to a module whose output is a rule-based profile of normal activities. After that, the produced profile is
input to another module to perform a dynamic on-line algorithm with association rules.
Some approaches belonging to Soft Computing (SC) are used to find rules from either host audit data or
network traffic. Generally speaking, SC is a methodology that provides flexible information processing
capability for handling real-life ambiguous situations (Zadeh). Since its features of flexibility and adaptability
in new environments and ability of generalizing from training data, it can be widely used in IDS.
Fuzzy set theory is a mathematical technique for dealing with imprecise data and problems with many
solutions. It can deal with continuous attributes and handle sharp boundary problems, whose advantages make
the rules more comprehensible for humans. (J. E. Dickerson) Proposed Fuzzy Intrusion Recognition Engine
(FIRE), which is a network, based intrusion detection system that uses fuzzy system to assess malicious
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activity against computer networks. This system uses agent to perform its own fuzzification of input data
sources. At the end, all agents communicate with a fuzzy evaluation engine that combines the results of
individual agents using fuzzy rules to produce alerts that are true to a degree. A. Tajbakhsh et al. (A.
Tajbakhsh) discover fuzzy association rules to build the classifier. In this approach, a set of fuzzy association
rules is extracted for each class. In order to determine the label of a new connection data, the similarity of the
extracted rules to the new connection data is calculated.
As to Evolutionary Computation, Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Goldberg) is referred firstly. In IDSs, GA can be
used to evolve simple rules for either host audit data or network traffic. Besides, GA is a good tool for feature
selection (Park) (A. Hofmann) or model selection (D. Kim). In this sense, GA is also used to find the suitable
fuzzy membership functions (T. Hong). The final best set of fuzzy membership functions in all populations is
gathered to be used for mining fuzzy association rules. However, most of rule mining approaches tend to
produce a large number of rules that increase the complexity of the system. In order to solve this problem,
many rule pruning methods are proposed. One well known research direction is to remove redundant rules
using the concepts of closed item sets (J.M.Zaki) and representative rules (M.Kryszkiewicz). In (J. Li), an
algorithm taking advantage of upward closure properties of weak rules is proposed to find a small subset of a
class association rule set. And the clustering of association rules has been also used to obtain a reasonable set
of rules (B. Lent). But, most of the algorithms need users’ information on the complete rule set. Genetic
Programming (GP) has been also applied to intrusion detection. GP ensemble (G. Folino) applies cellular GP
to create classifiers, which creates some independent decision trees based on different training data and they
are finally combined to form the intrusion detection system. On the other hand, Genetic Network Programming
(GNP) (K. Hirasawa) has been proposed as an extension of Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Programming
(GP). GNP-based data mining has been already applied to intrusion detection systems. The basic framework of
IDS using GNP is described in (S. Mabu) where fuzzy class association rule mining is developed and misuse
detection and anomaly detection are realized. Then, Fuzzy set theory is induced into GNP to propose the Fuzzy
GNP to extract class association rules and misuse detection and anomaly detection are integrated to propose a
hybrid intrusion detection system (S. M. N. Lu).

3. Study on IDSs methods
In this section we study about intrusion detection system.

3.1 Class Association Rule Mining and Classification
The proposed hybrid framework generally combines misuse detection and anomaly detection. It can detect
misuse intrusions and anomaly intrusions simultaneously. This hybrid intrusion detection system in this
chapter contains the two basic components: rule mining and classification. In the rule mining, GNP is used to
extract enough class association rules from normal data and misuse intrusion (known intrusion) data. A brand
new intrusion should deviate from normal patterns and differentiate from misuse intrusions. Only considering
normal patters is not enough to evaluate whether a new connection is anomaly or not. In the classification, the
average matching degree is used to project multi-dimensional network connections into a two dimensional
space by extracted normal and misuse intrusion rules. Therefore, the combination of misuse detection classifier
and anomaly detection classifier is named hybrid classifier/ classification.

3.2 Intrusion Detection System with Rule Pruning using Genetic Network Programming
Class association rule mining is typically known as an important method for data analysis. However, there is a
problem in class association rule mining. Even though the goal of the class association rule mining is not to
extract a complete set of rules, the number of class association rules extracted is still very large. Therefore, it is
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time consuming. Most importantly, the rule pool with a large number of rules usually contains much
redundant, irrelevant and obvious information. On the other hand, there are two requirements in intrusion
detection. One is the real time, the other is detection ability. This leads to two other issues: we reduce the
number of rules in the model.

3.3 Intrusion Detection System using Fuzzy Genetic Network Programming
GNP-based class association rule mining initially deals with the data with discrete attributes. For the data with
quantitative attributes, it usually divides them into different ranges by crisp discretization. However, for the
values near the border, crisp discretization always results in under or over estimation in mining process, which
is called sharp boundary problem. Fuzzy sets theory introduced by Zadeh (A.L.Zadeh) in 1965 can resolve this
problem by smoothly transferring between member and non-member in fuzzy membership degrees (values).
And fuzzy set theory can also bring solution for imprecision and uncertainty information, because of its
simplicity and similarity to human reasoning.
The centric topic of data mining is to extract patterns from transaction data in the form of association rules or
class association rules. The previous researches on the rule mining usually deal with the database with those
attributes having binary or categorical values. But, for the attributes having quantitative values, it is possible to
partition the quantitative values to two or more ranges. However, simple partition leads to losing some
important information. In order to reducing the information loss as much as possible, the information gainbased sub-attribute method is utilized to deal with continuous attributes. However, the crisp discretization
measure to process continuous attributes results in sharp boundary problem, where the discretization of
continuous attributes into intervals would lead to ignore or overemphasize the values that are near boundaries.
Fuzzy set theory can help us to overcome this problem by allowing different degrees of memberships.
Compared with traditional association rules with crisp sets, the class association rule mining using Fuzzy GNP
can provide good linguistic explanation. The features of Fuzzy GNP-based class association rule mining are
summarized as follows.
[1] Experienced and expert knowledge on intrusion detection is not required before the training.
[2] Fuzzy GNP can deal with both discrete and continuous attributes in intrusion detection to overtake the
sharp boundary problem in sub-attribute method.
[3] Fuzzy GNP can extract diversified class association rules by evolving Fuzzy GNP.
[4] Probabilistic node transition takes place of the traditional node transition in GNP. This change also
contributes to extracting diversified rules.
[5] Each continuous attribute has its own initial fuzzy membership function which is different from each
other. In addition, the fuzzy membership functions are evolved along with GNP.

3.4 Classification for Intrusion Detection System using Distance Approach
Building an accurate and efficient classifier is one of the essential tasks of data mining and machine learning
research. As stated in (s.j.Stolfo), classification generally maps a data into one of several predefined categories.
An ideal approach in intrusion detection would be to learn a classifier from gathered normal and intrusion data,
then label or predict new unseen data as the normal class or intrusion class. In addition, the two-stage rule
pruning method alleviates the overlapping problem by pruning the redundant and irrelevant rules from the rule
pool. An efficient classification method is needed to deal with the overlapping part since the rule pruning
cannot thoroughly solve this problem. In order to enhance the detection ability of IDS, section 3.2 and section
3.3 will focus on the classification algorithms of intrusion detection systems.
Since efficient classification algorithms are extremely important for intrusion detection, a large number of
studies have been conducted. K-Nearest neighbour (KNN) is an extremely simple yet surprisingly effective
method for a classification. Its advantages stem from the fact that its decision surface is nonlinear with only a
single integer parameter. More importantly, these advantages do not cause the over-fitting (Denning), and it is
not restricted to any specific data distribution. The main features of Distance-based classification are
summarized as follows.
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1. It is a non-parametric approach, where only the number of the closest neighbors should be determined.
Whereas, the simulations on different numbers of the closest neighbors indicate that the detection ability is not
so sensitive to this number.
2. The nature of anomaly intrusion is taking into account by making full use of the information from normal
and misuse intrusion connection data. Therefore, the centroids of different classes are proposed to make the
classification.

3.5 Classification for Intrusion Detection System using Gaussian Functions
Anomaly detection is an important problem that has been studied within diverse research areas and application
domains, especially for computer security. Finding the hardest-to-detect anomalies is the most critical task in
intrusion detection.
In the hybrid framework of the intrusion detection system, it is easy to get good performance when identifying
the misuse intrusions from normal data. Whereas, anomaly intrusions are usually difficult to identify because
of its no patterns. Traditional detection method of anomaly intrusions relies on normal patterns. However, in
reality, the behaviors of normal connection data are too diverse to gather completely. Therefore, if the types of
both normal behaviors and misuse intrusion behaviors are considered and the boundary of each type of
behaviors is found, then it becomes simple to identify a new connection as normal or intrusion.
It is crucial to adopt an appropriate classification approach for intrusion detection systems. Probabilistic
classification proposed in (S. M. N. Lu) assumes that the normal class and misuse intrusion class are
independent to estimate the two one dimensional probability density functions which represent the distribution
of the data of the normal class and misuse intrusion class, respectively. However, in the field of intrusion
detection, the probability density functions of the normal class and misuse intrusion class are usually
correlated.
In distance-based classification (S. M. N. Lu), known information of normal and intrusion is used to determine
the possible regions of anomaly intrusions. Centroids of anomaly intrusions are defined by normal centroid and
intrusion centroid. However, anomaly intrusions are still difficult to distinguish because some of them are close
too much to normal or known intrusions. Therefore, it is feasible to identify an anomaly intrusion if the exact
boundaries of normal and known intrusions can be found.
This approach is to find such the boundaries of normal and known intrusions. In order to make full use of
known information about normal and known intrusions, it is essential to group the similar data into the same
cluster, which means they have similar behaviors. Then, the problem becomes finding exact boundary for each
cluster. This method intends to solve two points. One is the appropriate number of clusters. The other is the
determination of the boundary for each cluster. The advantages of the classification approach are summarized
in the following.
1. Both normal and misuse intrusion contain more than one type of behaviors. The clustering is used to gather
similar patterns in one cluster automatically.
2. A new clustering method is used by dividing the average matching degree space into many blocks. Each
block corresponds to a cluster.
3. Gaussian function is used to decide the boundary of the cluster. Each cluster has its own Gaussian function.
All of the Gaussian functions are different with each other.
4. The center of the cluster equals to the center of its Gaussian function. The boundary of the cluster is decided
by GA considering its classification performance.

4. Conclusion
Intrusion detection based data mining and intelligence method are currently attracting considerable interest
from the research community. Its characteristics, such as adaptation, high detection rate, high speed and error
resilience in the face of noisy information, fit the requirement of building a good intrusion detection system.
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In this paper, a survey of data mining methods is proposed for building an efficient intrusion detection system.
Intrusion detection systems are analyzed from three aspects: class association rule mining, class association
rule pruning and classification.
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